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Appearance

10 - One in a lifetime
Performance

10 - One in a lifetime
Attitude

Let's have a great time
Atmosphere

Sexy and Hot
Session Location

Culver City

General Details
This was my first dealing with Skyler. There was
a last minute opportunity to see Penny earlier
than I had originally planned, and Skyler made
it happen. I got the easy-to -find address in
Culver City, and made my way to the
apartment. Opening the door was a gorgeous
mixed (looks more latina than Filipina) spinner.
Beutiful eyes and cute as a button. We walked
into the bedroom, where she...

The Juicy Details
took off her robe so that I could see her tight
spinner body. Off came the rest of her clothes,
along with mine. She was very responsive to
playing/mouthing her A/B breasts and then her
gorgeous pussy. We quickly switched to 69,
where she shines. (Well, she shines in a lot of
areas.). After she had her first of many O's (I
lost count), we switched to focusing on me, and
she started to DT with no gag reflex. The BBBJ
was great, along with her BLS. Finally, switched
to mish, where I pounded for a while. She had
another O, and then a 3rd where we came
together.
After a short break talking, we went back to
more 69 to get me hard before Greek. It took
several tries for me to stay hard enough, but we
finally got there. Greek doggie was great, and
she loved it also. Finally, had to get to HJ/BJ to
get the 2nd load. CIM is not really an option,
but almost everything else is.
There was periodic DFK along the way. But the
best part is her hot as Fck look when she's
having an O, or even when she's sticking out
her tongue as she was playing with my cock.
If you need C cups or a big booty, look
elswhere. But if you want a young, tight, tiny
spinner who will have as good a time as you
will, see her as soon as possible.
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